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Illegal logging policy: A brief history
Rising focus on “forest risk” commodities
Recent measures
COVID-19 impacts and implications

ILLEGAL LOGGING POLICY 2000-2020: A BRIEF HISTORY
Patient Zero – Indonesia 1997-2001: financial crisis, fires, regime change
Alphabet Soup 2001-2005: FLEG, FLEGT, AFP, G-7
US Policy Developments 2003-2016: PIAIL, Lacey Act, bilateral MOUs, USPeru PTPA; TPP; USMCA
Other Countries 2010-2019: EU FLEGT, EUTR & VPAs; Australia; Japan;
Korea; VPA-related regulation in Ghana, Guyana, Indonesia, Vietnam, etc.
International Policy Developments: CITES, Interpol, UN Crime
Commission, “REDD+”

“FOREST RISK” COMMODITIES

Most tropical forest loss due to expansion of industrial agriculture: Palm oil;
beef; soy; rubber; etc.
Illegal logging often “the tip of the spear”: So timber is not “off the hook”
“Imported deforestation”: Environmentalists and policymakers looking to
illegal logging measures as a model for policy and regulation
EU leading the way: But measures also being considered by US Congress,
California, EU member states (e.g. France)

EU DEVELOPMENTS
2019 EU Communication (and EU Parliamentary endorsement)
European Green Deal
Post-Brexit UK intensifying its profile on deforestation as COP-26 host
France has its own national policy initiative
Amsterdam Declarations Partnership playing active role (5 EU countries +
UK and Norway)
• Germany/Norway/UK (“the GNU”) coordinating policy & donor financing
• EU proposes putting imported deforestation on China-EU Summit agenda
•
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US DEVELOPMENTS: THE SCHATZ (D-HAWAII) BILL
• Key elements:
– Prohibition on imports of designated commodities produced on illegally
deforested land (excludes timber & pulp & paper due to Lacey Act);
– Import declarations requiring traceability and due diligence on legal origin;
– Bilateral aid to tackle deforestation (sort of like EU timber VPAs)
– Designation of illegal deforestation as a money laundering offense
– Public procurement preference for zero deforestation products

• Rep. Blumenauer (D-Oregon) leading work on House companion bill
• Some co-sponsorship discussions with GOP offices
• Prospects/progress in 2020 unclear (COVID-19, election)

THE CALIFORNIA DEFORESTATION-FREE PROCUREMENT ACT
•
•

Bill introduced in California State Assembly January 2020 (AB 2002).
Key elements:
– Requirements for public procurement contractors to certify covered commodities not from
deforestation on or after 1-1-21.
– Requires contractors to adopt a “no deforestation, no peat, no exploitation” policy;
– Requires explicit Lacey Act compliance provision for wood and wood products
– Establishes criminal sanctions

•
•
•

Bill blocked in Senate Appropriations in 2019, due to concerns over possible
hidden costs of implementation
Similar state bill being discussed in New York
Prospects/progress in 2020 unclear

SOME IMPLICATIONS
• “Imported deforestation” measures seem here to stay
• Wood is no longer the lone “bad guy” on deforestation
• Focus on supply chain transparency and traceability with broaden
and intensify (we are seeing it already with fisheries as well)
• Potential for “one size fits all” problems for wood sector from new
commodity-focused regulations

COVID-19
• Supply chain vulnerabilities being rethought in all sectors
– Diversifying sources to avoid dependence
– “De-globalization” towards greater national self-sufficiency?
– Greater focus on health and safety and thus on legality and traceability

• Clear health and safety implications for wildlife trafficking (animals)
• Unclear whether the wildlife situation carries over to soft commodities
• Risk of countries backsliding on environmental regulation (e.g.
Indonesia weakening its timber legality assurance system.)
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